Nowadays, big cities are facing many challenges with respect to traffic congestion, climate change, air and water pollution, among others. Thus, smart cities are intended to improve the life quality of the citizens, tackling such issues with the integration of information and communication technologies to reduce the impact and achieve a well-being state of citizens. In this work, a model to predict the traffic congestion applying a support vector machine method is proposed. In addition, a crowdsourcing approach based on mining the Twitter social networks collecting events associated with the traffic is also proposed. The main contribution of this research is focused on providing a methodology that characterizes the traffic congestion analyzing crowd-sensed data from a geospatial perspective. This approach was implemented over the Mexico City as a case study, in order to forecast possible future traffic events in the city, in which the citizens share their particular situation to discover alternatives routes for avoiding the traffic congestion. Future works are oriented towards designing mobile applications in order to introduce the proposed approach and integrate information from multiple platforms and navigation systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Big cities are the most affected by vehicular traffic; every day thousands of people move from their homes to their works, schools, and activities, centers; overcrowding the main roads of the cities, increasing the air pollution and the problems related to traffic jams, such as car accidents [11] .
The smart cities paradigm tries to introduce technology into the people activities with a view to improving their life; its main characteristic is that working together with the urban computing, creates the adequate framework for technologies related to the Internet of Things (IoT). As mentioned above, traffic has become a challenge for cities; the present methodology analyzes the traffic as an urban problem and generates different traffic scenarios useful for policy-making strategies, which could be implemented at urban cities interested on becoming smart cities.
In order to avoid chaotic situations derived from traffic conditions such as air pollution [22] , contingences, delays
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Anna Visvizi . in the first aid services, among others, some governments are interested on studying the traffic, its causes and its consequences. For example, in London a system to control the number of vehicles that can drive through a certain road dismissed the traffic in some areas is presented. In China, sensors have been installed at some cities to produce models of traffic and bottlenecks [13] . In the investigation of Conte and Contini [8] , how road traffic contributes to particle concentrations in the air of Lecce (Italy) is analyzed, stuffing sizeresolver emission factors (EF), using the eddy-covariance measurements of vertical turbulent fluxes, through statistical results the authors show how particles from cars pollute the air in urban areas. Other research works as [30] and [3] argued that the quantification of road traffic and vehicles concentration, and the posterior spatio-temporal modeling of the data is difficult, thus the analysis of EF becomes a complex process.
When talking about traffic an aspect that has been exploited, the identification of traffic incidents detection is one of the most important issues related to this phenomenon. Most of the times traffic jams are caused due to traffic incidents such as car accidents, pedestrian accidents, among others. Such incidents cause loss of lives, loss of money to industry and government, and also contribute to traffic jam and air pollution [14] , according to Ki et al. [15] , the 50% to 60% of the delays on freeways have a relation with traffic incidents.
There have been reported investigations where traffic incidents are studied using Artificial Intelligence and sensors [32] . In Ki et al. [15] a sensor called Two-way Probe Car System (TPCS) developed in Korea, is placed in proving cars with a view to collect roadway conditions information, and to broadcast alerts to the drivers applying neural networks.
Other works are focused on analyzing the traffic behavior and on modeling traffic in big cities, only a few researchers use the traffic condition information of the studied areas. Ki and Lee [16] used video cameras to train their algorithms to detect incidents and, Kimachi et al. [17] processed photographs of vehicles in freeways and fuzzy-logic to predict a traffic incident. In [12] the authors described the process to mine tweet texts for extracting incident information on both highways and arterials as an efficient and cost-effective alternative to existing data sources. So, it presents a methodology to crawl, process and filter tweets that are accessible by the public for free.
In the context of the smart cities agenda, there are contributions regarding important issues to rethink the focus of the smart cities debate, in order to open policymaking and strategy considerations.
Nowadays, machine learning and big data are oriented towards analyzing incomplete and large sensed datasets related to many problems of the megalopolis. In [2] , hybrid statistical and machine learning methods for road traffic prediction is proposed. The research described that although many approaches use traditional methodologies, recently hybrid models are used to predict road traffic congestion. The authors analyzed hybrid methods that were designed to predict traffic flow and model it. Nevertheless, such hybrid methods are run over stand-alone platforms, and the results are concentrated in particular areas, which limits their accuracy. Alsolami et al. [2] , also presented a method for road traffic prediction that uses the autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA), and support vector machine (SVM) algorithms; Jin et al. [33] predicted traffic on freeways using the SVM method.
Summing up, the purpose of the present research is to predict and model roads traffic using support vector machine methods and information from citizens of an urban area, merging machine learning and social media data. The outcomes of the model give to the investigation a geospatial perspective, from which they were analyzed, with a view to identifying main roads with traffic jam problems and linking such areas with statistical information of the studied area. The proposed methodology was applied over Mexico City, but it can be applied to any other city as long as the statistical and social media data are available. This contribution is oriented towards motivating particularly:
• To use social computing and crowd-sensing approaches to generate data with the participation collaboratively of citizens.
• To propose geospatial modeling and datasets for urban transporting conditions and human mobility issues.
• To predict traffic congestion on the roads based on the machine learning approach, interacting into the geospatial context.
• To generate new policies for urban planning taking into consideration this methodology.
The present work is organized as follows. The material and methods used as a foundation for the present research are presented in section 2. In section 3 the proposed methodology is described. The experimental results are presented in section 4. The general discussion and the interpretation of the results are presented in section 5. Finally, conclusions and future work are outlined.
II. MATERIAL AND METHODS
Many kinds of research use Twitter, a popular social network where people provide information about what happens in the real world. In spite of the facility to include geographic coordinates on the tweets' metadata, only 3% of the tweets generated every day have geographic coordinates and only 17% of them provide textual information to geo-locate them [6] .
The geolocation of tweets is a big challenge because they have a short text longitude, in case of separating its words could cause a missing of context. Previous works have treated this problem correlating the text of tweets and the area where they were posted to compute its geographic coordinates [7] , [31] . Web-mapping platforms as Google maps provide a geolocation app to geo-locate users of certain applications. Also, the map services let people search for places by writing their name in the Google map searcher [35] . In the present research, an important assumption is that tweets should have geographic coordinates, such data are used to represent each reported incident as a point in the cartography of the studied area.
Machine learning methods are useful in the analysis and processing of large amounts of data. Some of the common algorithms applied over data to make them useful for other processes are the classification and regression ones [4] .
When working with machine learning is necessary to consider three points: (1) the data features, (2) the task to execute, and (3) the tolerable bias; their interaction would determine the machine learning algorithm that better fits to the model [34] . Commonly, it is needed a data treatment process to generate valid inputs for the algorithms, such as a text mining or a natural language processing. According to the No-free-lunch theorem, if an algorithm presents a good development at a certain process, it probably will have poor performance at some other task [18] .
When we talk about regression, we are talking about semisupervised processes. A regression particularly searches and studies the relationship between a dependent (prediction) and an independent (target) variables. Usually, the resultant regression model finds the causal effect between the variables [29] . The regression also indicates the impact of multiple independent variables over a dependent one, considering the current and past status of the target.
Some of the most popular algorithms for regression are linear regression, lasso regression, regression trees, support vector regression, logistic regression, multiple regression and multivariate regression. In this investigation, the algorithm implemented for the traffic prediction is the support vector regression (SVR) [23] . The capacity of SVR is controlled by parameters that do not depend on the dimensionality of the feature space. SVR can be implemented with different kernels, according to the task requirements. Three of its kernels are linear, RBF (radial basis function) used when the regression is not linear, and sigmoid this one presents a logarithmic behavior [5] .
In the present work, the main purpose of being described in the introduction is to predict road traffic at different moments of the day at an urban area. After analyzing the behavior of the features and the prediction characteristics, the regression algorithm chosen for the task was the SVR The SVR is the regression version of the classification algorithm support vector machine (SVM). The main goal of this algorithm is to create a hyperplane to separate samples at each side of the plane; the samples are treated as points represented in a multidimensional space whose dimensions depend on the number of their features [10] .
The SVR algorithm purpose is to find a function that deviates from x j a value less than σ for each y i , being as lineal as possible, considering the norm value (β, β ). The objective then is a minimization problem for (1) [9] .
It is possible that the proposed function does not satisfy the condition shown in (2) for all the samples. Thus, the slack variables are used as shown in (3) .
The value C represents the offset between J (β) and a tolerate number of deviations bigger than σ .
The kernel used as principal in the regression process of this investigation is the RBF kernel, the function that describes the process, is expressed in (4) .
where k(y i , x j ) describes the Gaussian radial basis function of the kernel, x i is the known feature, x j is the forecasted feature, and σ is the proposed margin of tolerance. General framework of the proposed methodology. In the first stage the volunteered geographic data obtained from a social media are processed; in the second stage the data parameters are transformed into numbers to make them useful for the regression stage; in the third stage the regression algorithm is implemented; finally, in the fourth stage the results and the processed data are geospatially modeled.
The regression process consists of two main stages. In the first one, the algorithm is programmed and trained, in the second one, the algorithm is tested in order to produce pairs of geographic coordinates where possible traffic events would appear. The implementation of a semi-supervised learning algorithm commonly consists of two stages: (1) training process, where the algorithm performance is analyzed when works with a training corpus (is in this stage where the algorithm learns the relation between variables); and (2) testing process, when the algorithm is tested over new data and have to predict the desired target.
For the SVR algorithm implementation in the research, the Sci-kit library was used. Sci-kit learn provides a variety of algorithms and tools to implement text mining and data analysis processes, it has been designed to be used in Python, and is an open-source, commercially usable-BSD license [24] .
III. THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
Urban computing applies a lot of paradigms in order to create a well-being atmosphere in smart cities, where technological advances and motivation are the people. Nowadays big data analytics, social media analytics, and volunteered geographic information are used to have real information about what people perceive in their surroundings. Such information assists to recommender systems and forecasting systems to get more accurate results useful for decision-making methodologies of private and public organizations.
The proposed methodology is oriented towards predicting the flow of road traffic using social media data and geospatial modeling. It is composed of four stages: (1) Corpus cleaning, where data for the approach were analyzed and adapted to be used; (2) Numeric representation, in this stage the data features were represented as numbers in order to be mathematically processed; (3) Data regression, a regression model was implemented to predict traffic on roads; and (4) Data modeling, in which data corpus and the obtained results were mapped with a view to analyzing data from a geospatial perspective. The general schema of the methodology is shown in Fig. 1 .
In the following subsections, the method applied to this research to compute and analyze regressions about the traffic in the selected area are described. The computing tools used to process the data are also presented.
A. STAGE 1. CORPUS CLEANING Before to process the sensed data, it is necessary to identify their features. The corpus used in the proposed method belongs to [28] , which consists of a set of tweets whose main content are descriptions of the traffic situation that citizens of Mexico City have posted when trying to prevent other people from being stopped at a traffic jam. It is important to mention that all tweets that composed of the corpus were written in Spanish.
The tweets (denoted as registries) in the corpus were already classified by annotators, who labeled each tweet according to the traffic event described on it. The classes that were considered in the analysis are the follows: traffic (when a traffic jam, slow displacement of vehicles, and delays were described in the text), and flow (when the texts reported no difficulties or delays in the displacement of vehicles). In this work, such manual classification was considered, in addition, in order to process the registries, the texts need to be cleaned, that is they need to be homogenized by means of a text mining process with a view to identifying their data features. Below the steps of the text mining process applied are presented.
1. All the capital letters in the registries texts were replaced by lower case ones.
2. Special characters such as accents, commas, and others, were deleted.
3. Numbers were preserved, many times they represent roads names and house identifiers.
After having applied the text mining process, the resultant registries were stored in a table that functioned as a work data corpus of the proposed method. The work table had nine fields: (1) identifier, (2) processed text, (3) classification, (4) day, (5) month, (6) time, (7) latitude, (8) longitude, and (9) geospatial representation; (fields 4, 5 and 6 correspond to the date when the tweet was posted on Twitter). At the final of the first stage, the work table had information in their fields (1), (2) and (3); in stage 2: numeric representation, the remaining fields are treated.
B. STAGE 2. NUMERIC REPRESENTATION
Regressions are commonly used for predictive analysis. When working with regressions two issues are taken into consideration: (1) If there is a set of predictor variables able to predict an outcome variable, (2) which variables from the set are significant predictors or have an important impact over the dependent variable [19] . Most of the regression calculations operate natively with numbers.
In the proposed methodology, regression was applied to compute the future traffic situation in the area of interest. That is the reason why the data corpus used in this research had to be represented as numbers.
The features used in the regression were the geographic coordinates, the time and date, as well as the classification features of the registries. For the last feature were established two possible classes: traffic, and flow. In this stage, with a view to facilitating its handling, a number was assigned to each class (1 for traffic and 0 for flow). The classification label of each registry was replaced by its numerical representation in the classification field of the work table.
With respect to the geographic coordinates of each registry, they were merged into a point, the geospatial representation for a specific subject, using the geospatial information system QGIS [27] ; the geographic information system manages coordinates and geospatial data representations to transform them into different ones. In this case, the latitude and longitude coordinates of each registry were represented as geospatial points. The resultant point was stored in the field geospatial representation of the work table. Regarding the date of the tweet, it is separated into three elements: (1) day, (2) month, and (3) year. The day is stored in the work table with the same name, also the element month. The year is not considered in this approach.
Regarding to the date of the tweet, it is separated into three elements: (1) day, (2) month, and (3) year. The day is stored in the work table with the same name, also the element month. The year is not considered in this approach.
At the final of this stage, all the fields from the work table had information. The procedures of the first two stages were done working directly with the data stored in the table work, using PostgreSQL [25] and Python [26] programming language.
C. STAGE 3. DATA REGRESSION
The main purpose of this work was to predict road traffic in a specific area. Following the assumption of the No Free Lunch theorem [1] , different regression algorithms were studied. After considering the data features characteristics, and the expected results, the Support Vector Regression was selected, since it proved to fit with the objectives.
When it is talked about regressions, it is talking about supervised machine learning algorithms. A regression computing consists of predicting the value of a dependent variable from the analysis of the interaction of one or more independent variables. The regression model used for a specific task must be chosen considering the characteristics of the variables, and the kind of analysis to be done. There exist many different regression algorithms such as linear, multivariate, support vector machine regression, lasso regression algorithm, among others [20] .
In this stage, the SVM regression algorithm to compute traffic regressions based on the work table data, processed in the previous stages of the methodology was implemented. In this approach, a SVR algorithm in Python, using Scikitlearn as a machine learning library was implemented. The main characteristic is its performance of machine learning algorithms for classification, clustering, and regressions, interoperating with other python libraries such as NumPy and SciPy, both of them specialized in numeric and scientific tasks [23] .
The work table was opened by a python script, in order to extract the data (latitude, longitude, time, day, and classification of the registries). Since SVR computes an independent variable at a time, and in this study, was needed to predict a pair of variables (latitude and longitude coordinates respectively). The regression was computed twice, the first time to predict latitude coordinates, and the second time to predict longitude coordinates. The work table was used to structure the dataset for regressions computing. Below the dataset composition and some important points about the implemented SVR algorithm are described. 1. To compute the regressions for coordinates, a set called coords was structured with six features: id (to identify the registry treated), day (day when the tweet was posted), month (the month when the tweet was posted), classification (to know if the registry represented a traffic or flow description), latitude (the latitude of the coordinate where the registry was located), and longitude (the longitude of the coordinate where the registry was located). 2. For the SVR algorithm were considered the following values: epsilon 0.1 and a RBF kernel. 3. The coords set was divided into two subsets, one considered as the training subset (70% of the set samples), and the other considered as the test subset (the remaining 30% samples).
When the SVM implemented model was fed by the first time with the training subset, its performance was destined to compute regressions of latitude coordinates for each sample of the test subset, considering the coordinate (latitude for this case), and classification of the training subset. In the second regression procedure, the same training subset was used to compute the longitude coordinates for the test subset, but the features considered in the computing were the longitude coordinate, and the sample classification. The steps followed for the regression are numbered below. 1. The SVR algorithm analyzed the data features (coordinate, and classification), in order to determine the relationship between the kind of reported event and its location. 2. The SVR learned from the data features and selected the registries that would be used as support vectors. 3. The hyperplane to separate data and compute the regression was computed. The SVR algorithm considered the similarities between time, date, and classification of the registries located in specific areas. So, in order to build the possible relationship between the data features and their latitude and longitude coordinates; the SVR algorithm was capable to predict the latitude or longitude of each registry of the test set. 4. After the algorithm was trained, it was used to compute the coordinate (latitude or longitude depending on the case study) for the test subset. The predicted coordinates were stored in a table called predicted; such table has 3 fields:
(1) id, to identify the registry considered as sample for the regression, (2) latitude * , (the computed latitude for the sample), and (3) longitude * , (the longitude computed for the sample). 5. The regression results (latitude * , and longitude * ) were compared with the coordinates of the test subset (latitude, and longitude), to compute the accuracy of the trained algorithm. 6. The 6. The algorithm was tested six times, varying its kernel and the priority of the data features, and applying the k-folds cross-validation method, in order to test its performance. The value assigned to k was 5, which obtained a low variance and low bias. 7. In order to examine that the SVR was a good option for the road traffic prediction, a WEKA SVR to be used as a gold base was implemented. The value for k considered in the cross-validation was 5. To compute the accuracy to evaluate the implemented algorithms was used the (5) .
AC = (Total_successes/Total_test_patterns)
In Table 1 , the accuracy results for each variation of SVR applied in the methodology is presented. In this table, the k cross-validation performance was also considered. Finally, the trained algorithm was thus, ready to be used with new data.
D. STAGE 4. DATA MODELING
In this stage, the main aspect was the geospatial representation feature of each registry that was mapped in the cartography of the study area, in order to identify the areas with more road traffic. For the geospatial analysis, the geographic information system QGIS was used.
The GIS lets merge the cartographic information of the city with the geospatial representation of each traffic event, such cartography was obtained from OpenStreetMaps [21] , which is recognized as an open-source platform of web cartography. As it was described in stage 2, the latitude and longitude of each registry were represented as geometric points in order to be mapped. The regression latitude and longitude results were also converted into a geometric point using the GIS tools.
The first step for the data modeling was to represent the city roads and buildings in the GIS and mapped the registries coordinates as geometric points. This step helped to visualize where were located the main concentrations of traffic events and to identify the roads with traffic congestion problems.
To make more accurate models, the points representing traffic events were used to create a heat map. Such map represents the density of information, in this case its density variations depend directly on the number of traffic incidents located at each area, the color of the heat map increases its intensity as long as the number of points increases, and the color intensity dismisses as well as the number of points decreases in the analyzed area, as shown in Fig. 2 .
As it is shown in the map above, the heat map helped to identify the areas in the city with more traffic problems. For example, the road in red color represents the ''Insurgentes Norte Avenue'' in its segment from ''Indios Verdes Subway Station'' to ''La Raza Subway Station'', based on the regression results and the heat map, it is possible to conclude that:
• The avenue becomes crowded between 7:00 and 9:00 hours, according to information of the Statistics and Geography Institute of Mexico, it matched with the beginning of the scholar and offices activities, it is the time when more people get out from their homes.
• The avenue has four rails, one of them is restricted to public transport use only, so there remain three rails for cars, tourist buses, and trucks. The maximum speed in the road is 80 km/h., but in traffic congestions, the average speed is from 10 to 20 km/h. Analyzing numbers, the distance between the two subway station is 6.1 kilometers and the average time to go from ''Indios Verdes'' to ''La Raza'' in-car is 10 minutes when there is a good vehicles displacement and the car has an average speed of 60 km/h.; considering the speed when the avenue gets crowded at 7:00 hours, the time to go from one subway station to the other by car is 40 minutes considering an average speed of 15 km/h., when a car is moving to a speed of 40 km/h., or a lower speed, the gas consume is higher than when the car is moving 90 km/h., since the number of motor revolutions increases when the car has a low speed in short distances. Taking into consideration the heat map results in Fig. 2 , the studied segment of avenue presents a high concentration of CO 2 particles, produced by the cars displacing in its rails; such air pollution situation affects to the car drivers and bus passengers that for approximately 40 minutes have to breathe polluted air, polluting their own system. When this information is known, it could assist to the Mexico City government to apply methodologies or establish policies to identify the real damage of traffic jams to citizens, to account for expenses caused to offices and works due to the delay of people to arrive to their activities, the impact of fuel waste in the citizens economy, and the waste of the infrastructure in the road, among other factors. In the section of experimental results, the outcomes with respect to the regression analysis are deeply described.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the results obtained from applying the proposed methodology and the urban data analysis are described. It is possible to assert that in this stage of the approach; the volunteered geographic information and social media data intertwine to generate information about road traffic. The data corpus used for the experimental results has 10,000 registries obtained after the tweets extraction and textual processing.
From the extraction of tweets in the study area which the main theme is the road traffic, and after a geospatial analysis of the tweets and the areas where they were posted, the following statements were discovered.
• The biggest concentration of events is located at the center of the city and it has a direct relationship with the commercial and industrial activities developed in such that area. As important information, according to the INEGI there are 476,853 economy units (stores, restaurants, magazines, among others) in the metropolis.
• From the data corpus, it is possible to observe that the 80% of the posts in the studied social media report a traffic road incident or a traffic jam. Meanwhile, 20% of the posts report good displacement on roads. This fact has a relation with the people's idea of reporting what happens on roads to prevent others from being in a traffic jam.
• From the post, textual mining was found that the most reported road traffic incidents were traffic jams (32%) and car accidents (31%); only 10% of the tweets reported a closure. Fig. 3 provides the geospatial perspective of those tweets that describe the traffic incidents. Tweets reporting traffic conditions are represented as points, green ones represent good displacement reports, meanwhile, the orange ones represent road traffic incidents. Since the points have been represented without considering their time data, it is possible to identify that the city areas and roads with more vehicular activity are located at the center of the city.
To manage the registries and compute the regressions a Python interface was developed. Its function was to structure a query for the data corpus, in order to select the registries whose time of publication was close to the requested time for the prediction. By this method, the number of possible vectors for the regression is limited, increasing the prediction accuracy.
The Python application was designed to compute rapidly regressions using the implemented and trained regression algorithm and the corpus processed for the research. The application let observe the prediction of road traffic along the day since after the geographic coordinates prediction these are represented as geometric points to be plotted in the study area. The Python application merges the machine learning stage and the geospatial processing of the data. As it was described in the section of Methodology, the accuracy of the SVR algorithm with RBF kernel implementation was the highest when it was compared with other regression algorithms and kernels. Thus, the SRV with RBF kernel was implemented as the machine learning manager at the final implementation of the methodology of this investigation. For the geospatial data treatment, the geospatial information system QGIS was used to represent the cartographic data and to model the results.
To asses, if the methodology reached the proposed goal, different experiments were done with the data corpus and the regression method. Below, maps resultant from the applied examinations and their analysis are shown. Fig. 3 shows the predicted road traffic for a Monday at 8:00 hours. The heat map in the figure represents the density of reports considered as support vectors in the regression process, the heat map is presented in a second plane. The points in the map correspond to traffic events predicted by the regression algorithm. The major concentration of points (92%) is at the center of the city, this coincided with the fact that between 8:00 and 9:00 hours most of the schools and offices begin their activities. The heat map shadows shown that the traffic at 8:00 hours could be derived from the traffic incidents reported in the northwest area of the city where the 70% of the tweets (support vectors after the data process) were reported.
In the map of Fig. 4 , the heat map depicts less points of high density since the experiment is done at 12:00 hours when most of the citizens are at their workplaces, and the number of driving vehicles decreases, as represented by the points in the map which represent scattered traffic incidents reported, most of them at the center a southeast of the city. For this regression analysis, a total of 3,200 support vectors were considered in the prediction. Fig. 5 shows a map with more features. The support vectors considered for a prediction of traffic at 18:00 hours are distributed all over the city (5, 200 support vectors), this shows a huge interest of the citizens in reporting what they perceive, meanwhile most of them are returning to their homes after their working day. The predictions are concentrated at the center of the city, it is visible the presence of many traffic jams in the roads.
The maps show that most of the traffic events are reported at the city and in its neighborhoods, coinciding with the activities developed in the area. In Mexico City many schools, universities, offices, industries, museums, hospitals, even research centers are located nearby its center, this fact induces people to move from their homes there. Numerous movements of people from one area to another become traffic problems, air pollution, economic losses, social problems, citizens' stress, and health problems.
The regression methodology for predicting road traffic is a computing tool designed to reveal how the traffic incidents affect roads circulation, urban areas, and people's activities. The geospatial representation of the road traffic predictions opens the opportunity to identify the time of the day when the city gets congested due to road traffic and the roads with more traffic incidents. These results could be used by local authorities to analyze the road traffic situation in the city, and plan alternative routes or transport to mitigate traffic and the problems that derive from it, generating new planning and growth policies.
V. GENERAL DISCUSSION
Volunteered geographic information and data analysis are two of the main features of the presented methodology. A regression model was implemented to work with geospatial data in order to provide different traffic scenarios useful for decisionmaking processes whose purpose is to generate a well-being state for citizens. The implemented regression model generates predictions of road traffic in the study area, with a view to prevent citizens from congested roads and provide to the governments a tool to analyze which roads need assistance at specific times of the day. The implemented methodology models the road traffic in the city, and the predictions providing a geospatial visualization of the information.
The generated maps of the study area and the modeling of road traffic help also to identify the areas in the city with more traffic problems, and to generate alternatives for its citizens.
Regarding the main contribution of this work, we can stand out that even though there are services dedicated to reporting the road traffic at big cities such as Google maps and Waze, most of the times such services estimate the route considering their historical facts (collected from participant users while these last are driving or moving through the city) and if there is or not rain, not the daily conditions of traffic that change all the time. That is why sometimes when a user knows there probably is a traffic jam on his route and asks to the commercial router services for assistance, these send to the user for the same route, they do not take into consideration information that the user already has. In this work, the main source of information is the citizen's reports of protest marches, car accidents police persecutions, and all the incidents inside the roads that affect the vehicular circulation. The recent reports of traffic are used in order to predict the road traffic in the study area, providing models of traffic that support to identify the congested areas, and the roads without vehicular difficulties. The implemented model is trained with a corpus of processed tweets, but after the training stage, it can be tested to work with updated tweets.
In this section, models of road traffic resultant from the implemented methodology are shown in order to discuss the obtained results.
The figures below (Fig. 6, Fig. 7, Fig. 8, and Fig. 9 ) show traffic predictions with different temporality, particularly different days of March 2018; all the predictions were computed for 8:00 hours, one of the times of the day with more vehicles moving through the city according to the probes done. Comparing the four maps, it is possible to see that on Wednesday and Thursday, the traffic reports are numerous and concentrated in the center and in the southeast of the city. Moreover, the predicted traffic events are distributed along with the mentioned areas probing that people move from around the city to the center.
From Fig. 7, Fig. 8 , and Fig. 9 the biggest density of events is computed at the center of the city; the average number of support vectors for the three cases is 2,017 elements, the average number of predicted events for the three days is 597 possible events to occur between 8:00 and 9:00 hours.
The heat maps of the four figures report that, meanwhile, on Wednesday and Thursday the traffic reports are distributed in a similar way, generating hot spots in different areas, on Friday and Saturday there is a concentration of predicted events at the center, which generates only one hot spot in the map. Comparing Saturday's map to Wednesday's and Thursday's maps, the first has a different behavior, the support vectors are less concentrated than in the other two maps, this could have a direct relationship with human behavior in the city since Friday is for the citizens at the beginning of the weekend and the most relaxed day of the week at work.
With respect to Fig. 9 , it is evident that the support vectors are less than in the other cases analyzed during the approach. Consequently, the number of the computed regression is less than in the other study cases, on Saturday, not all the offices and industries have labors so fewer people have the necessity to move to the center of the city. The number of regressions computed for Saturday represents the third part of the events predicted for Wednesday, as shown in Table 2 .
From Fig. 6, Fig. 7, Fig. 8 , and Fig. 9 , it is possible to infer that the number of traffic events has a direct relationship with the commercial, educational and other activities developed in the city.
Concerning the social media user's behavior, there are days such as Monday and Wednesday when people are more interested in producing and consulting information about the traffic situation since their labor journeys begin, and days when people feel less interested in the traffic situation because they do not have activities in the city center, or they perceive less concurrence in the city such as Saturday and Monday days. Fig. 10 compares the traffic events predicted from Sunday 20th to Monday 21st March 2018. The difference between the two heat maps generated from the predicted events is important. The maps showed that on Sunday the predicted events are scattered in the center and southwest of the city, meanwhile, on Monday the traffic events are reported all along the area. Sunday is the day with less commercial and educational activities in the city, Monday is the day with a major rate of movements of people to the center (in Mexico City, Sunday days are considered as free day for most of the companies, and Monday is considered as the first Labor Day of the week).
One of the main problems in urban areas is pollution, specifically air pollution. In Mexico City, this issue is a constant increased by weather conditions. Since 2015, the city authorities have implemented precautionary measures to dismiss air pollution. When vehicles move at low velocities (less than 40 km/h) the pollution is increased, as it is represented in the heat maps, in the hot spots areas the vehicles are trapped in traffic jams, which reduces their speed and increases the pollution levels. The areas with traffic problems and congested roads allow generating alternative routes to reduce contaminants and time delays. To produce new regression and increase their accuracy the model must be updated with new traffic posts.
The present approach generates the opportunity to have information about the traffic situation in urban areas and to compute predictions to know the near future behavior of traffic on roads. The main characteristic approach is that joints Artificial Intelligence and social computing using machine learning algorithms and data from a social network. Another computing field used in the approach is the geospatial processing, applied during the geo-referencing of the messages and in the geo-information visualization.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In the present approach, predictions about road traffic are computed using a machine learning algorithm in order to visualize the traffic in a study area and analyze how regression algorithms work with geographic coordinates. In the research, social computing is implemented by analyzing posts from Twitter that describe traffic events in an urban area. Such posts reflect the citizen's interest in providing information about what happens in the real world and the use concerning computing technologies such as Artificial Intelligence.
The motivation and perception of the approach are to use social computing and data created by citizens to ameliorate the urban transporting conditions and the people's life. The corpus of tweets used in the tests are text mining processed and have been classified in previous investigations in two classes: traffic (when the tweet reports traffic jams and congested roads), and flux (when the conditions on roads let vehicles move at average speed without travel delays). The classified tweets are geo-located in order to identify the geographic place reported in their texts.
The tweets and their parameters are represented as numeric vectors, in order to be used at the implemented regression algorithm. The regression model is based on the support vectors regression algorithm and it considers the date and time of the processed tweets, as well as their geographic coordinates to compute the traffic predictions.
After the road traffic predictions, the tweets corpus and the prediction results are mapped in the study area cartography, with a view to geo-visualize the impact of the road traffic in the city roads, and to identify which are the most crowded roads, which roads could be used as alternatives; comparing the results with information from the INEGI in the study area, so it is possible to understand the road traffic behavior in the city. The area proposed as a case study and for the probes of the research was the Mexico City, however, the implemented methodology can be adapted to different urban areas.
Future works are oriented towards proposing the use of new data sources to feed the regression model such as different social networks, mobile applications designed to obtain citizens itineraries and authoritative data. Another improvement to the methodology is the design of mixed regression algorithms in order to analyze the data behavior, their performance, and to increase the accuracy of the predictions.
